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Chapter 2

Royal Engineers Training.
Completion of basic training was to our mind the beginning of the real a-y training
where the apparently mindless square backing was reduced to a minimum whilst we

leaned the more important (and interesting) aspects of `rarfare.
It is interesting that at no time did we think that we were involved in National Service

other than to be involved in war in some place or other: but then we were children of war.

By the time that we reached this period of training we were much smarter and could even
be photographed (above), whieh cost ha]fa day's pay for a copy. This period of training
was really quite interesting and usefill. Although we still had tsquare bashing' every

moming the engineer basic haining covered a multitude of skiIIs such as road building,

bridge building, improvised bridge building and lifting tackle, explosives, mine laying

and detecting and setting of booby traps, the latter heing very interesting.

Wats-anship training was carried out on IIawley IJake with Pontcous for bridging and
vehicle and tank transportation over water.

Night beach landing dy small craft was also pmctised here. All in all, this tuned out to be
an interesting and useful tine. The road consfroction was really practical as we continued

consrfucting a road that the previous intake had worked on. I think that each group ndded
about 20 metres of well constxpcted road that was used for transport around the camp.

The erection of the Bailey bridge always relied on

team work if it was to be beilt quickly and safely.
Four men carried each panel with a support through

the panel in the onock of their a-s; then located in
the next panel lwhen a lapse (about 9 inches long and
1_

2 inches in diameter) steel pin in the shape ofa small shell was hammered in with a large
leather-headed hammer. Another team would hay the planks for carr3ring transport,

There were various grades of Bailey bridge that were for men and light vehicles and

others of long spans and able to take the weight ofa-oured vehicles. We were taught the
constnlction of all t)pes but the final test was always constmction ofa '40 feet
single/singlet ®hotograph above) bridge over a large diteh against tI'me. The record for
the coustnlction for such a bridge lRES 7 minutes1[1]; the best that we could do was about
1 5 minutes: still we were quite pleased at that.
Hawley IJake gave us enOuch Water tO test all odour SkillS in transporting Vehicles aenOSS

water on large rafts constnJcted from Pontoons and balley sections. These rafts could hold

armoured yehicles and trunks and `nere very manoevAmble being driven by four flexible

drive potters engines manned at cach comer of the stn)cture. Direction was given by the

captain in the centre of the raft by the simple expedient ofpointing} with both a-s, the
direction required. The propel-lers were then moved to the required direction This method

of propulsion and steering allowed the raft to travel in any direction, even crab like across
the water. The lake was also used for training in shore handing at night in small hoats with

outboard motors. Cia one such occasion we lost the motor when it became detached to the
stem. It disappeared with a 'plop' and a 'phutf and we were left there in mid lake. We

then had the task of finding it on the bottom of the lake in the weed and silt; took us
hours.

Consfroction of lifting gear from telegraph poles and ropes was hard work but fun.
Constmction of Ginns, sheerlegs eta all became quite clear after constructing from ropes

and poles several times and used to lift heavy loads. Cince again the loads and stnlcture
required team work to avoid injury.

The most interesting part of the training was the controlled use of explosives. This was
carried out mainly on Hawley common \where most of the explosives were stored in small

underground magazines and we could be let loose without doing to mush damage to the
general population I

Here we were made aware of the differmces between the plastic explosives and
guncottqu primers, detonators and fuses. How to create craters in roads, try use of

explosives, cut railway lines and destroy bridges with various i)pes of charges. It seemed
that there was nothing we could not do using explosives_

One of the most interesting explosive devices was 'Cortex,, a white cord a little larger in
diameter than the modem lwhite electrical cable and, Similarly9 a ring main to explosive

charges could be made: there the similarity ended. This explosive cable was mom+
directional aT)d travelled at the rate Of 1 kilomebe per second setting offa ring main of

several different explosive charges virtually simultaneously.

Mine-laying was taught and was a far more technical operation than we thought,
requiring some knowledge of compass bearings relative to a datum point in laying

specific pattems. Each pattem \ras diffirmt depending upon the tITe Of COuntry and

possible targets with proportionate numbers of antii)ersonnel and anti-tank mines.

We became quite careful about how we laid mines as we had to clear them some time
later. The mines that we seemed to be instnlcted on most of the time were the large cS?

and Teller anti-tank mines used by the Ge-ans in WWIT.
The anti-personnel mines were particularly nasty machines as they were often designed to

create as many casualties, rather than derfus, as possible, and to my mind in the nastiest
way possible. We were infroduced to the Ants-personnel- Marfe 6 mine lwh1'ch \raS made Of

plastic so that it could not be detected by mine detector. There was the facility to place a
brass ring around the plunger so that it could be detected if it was thought that one,s orun
forces would be dchJming that Way.

The 675' grenade was designed to shoot up into the air when triggered and explode above
heed heighi to injure as many as pessibte. There lhras another that operated on a foot

landing on it with a slight delay to allow another pace before chooting a lump of metal
into the groI'm

The broaching ofbafoed wire defences `RES by £Bangalore Torpedo'. It lras invented in

India by Major McClintock RE in 19] 2 to clear bafoed wire after the Boer War. Pipes

full of explosive were errfended through the wire and detonated clearing a path for troops.

To create a path throuch a mine field a 'nyiper was used to good effect. This device

comprised a rocket which trailed enrfex behind and when on the ground detonated, thus
exploding mines in the vicinity by s)mpathetic detonation creating a reasonable path
along which men could pass.
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During the final days of the training the €OR ls' were sent off to WOSB, the War Offilce
Selection Board at Barton Stacey to see if we were officer material suitable for training at

the Offilcer Cadet Training camp at Mons barracks, Aldershot. We were taken by tmck to
the WOSB establishment attached to the lines at Barton Stacey) Hampshire. There we

were put through a variety of initiative, physical and social tests after an interview by a
major. I never lmew anybody that was able to solve the physical problem of getting a fi]11

40 gallon d"m over a clothes line some ten feat off the grollnd With a couple Of ShOrt

planks and a msty saw. I,ittle is remembered about the interview other than an early

enquiry as to whcher I was in rceeipt ofa private income. Cia my negative answer there
seemed to be a slight loss of interest. Ail in it was a reasonchle weekend but I lmew that I

her not acquitted myself that well. On debriefing I was info-ed that I was average in
every area and would not be offered the chance ofa commission. This was no great
disappointment to me really- I was happy enough to just gce thmDugh the training without
ending up in the glasshouse.

Finally \ve had parade after parade to become as perfect as possible for the day of passing
out.

The passing out parade was taken by Admiral Walker (father ofOOO Sapper Walker)
shorrm in the photograph. The anther is third from the right (another balfa day9s pay for a
copy).

If you notice in the photograph the Admiral has a hook in place of his left hand. It was

said that at lunch he unscrewed the hook and screwed in a gold fork; I don't know about a
Spoon.
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After the parade we then went dy coach to IJOndOn for a beer uP and tO the Theaife in

Soho showing the Raymond Revue. This was what our deduction of one shilling a week
from pay over three months was used for. That trip cost us halfa week9s pay.

2[1] Reading elsewhere I leaned that the national record is 5 minutes.
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